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Jess works for the International Committee of the Red Cross (ICRC) in the United States. Jess coaches 
wheelchair basketball in war zones. Originally from Denver, Colorado, he was in a car accident at age 
19 that left him paralyzed from the chest down. Previously a college track-and-field star, wheelchair 
basketball was a major factor in Jess’ recovery, both physically and mentally.  
 
In the fall of 2009, Jess responded to a random request from a newly-formed group of aspiring 
wheelchair basketball players in a small town in Afghanistan. It would change the trajectory of his 
life. They had just been introduced to the sport and wanted an experienced coach or player to teach 
them the game. It seemed like a once-in-a-lifetime opportunity (though Jess had never coached 
before and knew next to nothing about Afghanistan). When he met the team for the first time, the 
two youngest players – Ramazan, 14 and Alem, 15 – stood out. They were smaller and skinnier than 
the rest, and so physically weak that they could barely throw the ball anywhere near the basket. 
They were both very quiet – even a bit sullen –struggling with self-confidence, and it took several 
days before Jess could even get them to make eye contact. Their meekness was no wonder. 
Ramazan and Alem had lived their lives on the outer margins of society as a result of very visible 
physical disabilities that left their limbs twisted and forced them to hobble from place to place using 
crutches and metal orthoses. They were repeatedly told their place was at home, out of sight and 
without a real place in their society.  
 
But embracing wheelchair basketball changed all that. In the years since both men have blossomed 
as athletes – growing physically stronger, while also developing confidence in their new identities as 
athletes. Both graduated high school and are studying for careers in the medical field – Alem as a 
physiotherapist and Ramazan as a lab technician. They have led their team to two national 
championships and have traveled to places as far away as Japan, Thailand, and Italy to represent 
their country in international competition. For two kids who couldn’t have imagined leaving their 
little town just eight years ago, that is a true story of triumph. 
 
In 2012, he began coaching the very first group of female wheelchair basketball players in 
Afghanistan. By this time, there was already a fast-growing league for men but it was unclear if any 
women (or their families) would be open to the idea. At the time female athletes were extremely 
rare and completely unheard of in the disabled community – but 20 young women in two cities were 
willing to try. However, it had to be under one condition – no one from the outside could be allowed 
to see them play, lest they or their families be judged for their doing something so far outside the 
norms of their society. So they put screens up around the courts to ensure the teams could play in 
anonymity. 
 
Just a year later, the players came to Jess and said the screens could come down. They felt confident 
enough in their abilities that they wanted people to watch them play. They hoped that more women 
and girls with disabilities would see their new game and understand that it was available for them, 
too.  
 
The Afghanistan women’s league now includes 150 players in five provinces. In 2017, the 
Afghanistan women’s national wheelchair basketball team, which includes several of those original 



pioneers, won their first international tournament. These women, who just a few short years ago 
were ignored by anyone who passed them on the streets of their own towns, returned home as 
national heroes. They were even invited to share tea with the first lady of Afghanistan at the 
presidential palace. 
 
Jess travelled last year for the film No Limits: Wheelchair Basketball in South Sudan. 
(www.vimeo.com/intercross/nolimits). The film follows a South Sudanese refugee in America, Malat 
Wei, and his journey back home for the first time since he fled, to meet other disabled refugees and 
coach them in wheelchair basketball.  
 
As the Diversity, Inclusion and Sports Advisor for ICRC, Jess has developed wheelchair basketball 
leagues for people with physical disabilities in some of the world’s most challenging contexts, 
including South Sudan, Syria, Palestine and Colombia. He has transformed countless lives through his 
coaching. Jess is an exceptional person, and a true humanitarian.  


